








SA SALON SCENE
(Revision 5.08.1999)

DATES
SALON .J FINAL SECTIONS SALON DIRECTOR

CLOSING EXHIBITIOI PosniG
1999 - NATIONALS I

Kalahari 26-Oct-99 26-Nov-99 07-Dec-99 SLIDES ONLY I heo Kleinhans APSSA
Nature PO Box 828
Zoology Kathu
Nature 8446
Botanical/Geo- Tel (9053 739 2263
graphical Tel (H)053 723 1558

• Pictorial
[2(N TI(MAI -
A.F.O. 21-Jan-00 29-Feb-00 Slides/Prints Fanus Weldhagen

Tel (W)102 808 0857
Tel (H)012 808 0490

Vanderbijlpark 08-May-00 16-Jun-00 Slides only Tom Prins
Tel (W)016 889 7121
Tel (H)016 9 322 701

[Edenvale 30-Jun-00 09-Aug-00 Slides only Sadie Glibbery
Tel (H)011 822 3249
Cell 082 452 5099

1999 - INTERNATIONAL
SA International 16-Oct-99 08-Nov-99 27-Nov-99 SLIDES Dr David Benn APSSA

Pictorial PO Box 6444
Nature Benmore
•pJ 2010
PRINTS
Colour
Monochrome
Nature

NOTE TO SALON DIRECTORS:
PSSA standards on salons require that:
1. Applications by clubs to PSSA to present a PSSA patronage salon should be in writing on the
prescribed PSSA form.
2. Application forms should be submitted 6 months before the intended closing date to ensure efficient
and orderly scheduling of all salons.
3. Contact the PSSA Salon Co-Ordinator (Johan Botha (011)475-3138(h) or (011)889-7611 (w)) for
application forms, etc.

DIAMOND RATINGS
Congratulations to the following members who
have achieved Diamond Ratings during 1999:

BRUCE HELPS - 1 PSSA DR Pictorial Slides
MAX ARENSON - 2 PSSA DR Nature Slides
BETTY ROOKE - 1 PSSA DR Monochrome
Prints
VIC LIEBMAN - 2 PSSA DR Pictorial Slides
PIERRE VAN DEN BERG- 1 PSSA DR Pictorial
Slides
BARRY WILTON - 3 PSSA DR Nature Prints
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IMAGE INFORMATION
Image, as the cover of each edition suggests, is
the news and views of PSSA. This means that
this is your magazine and is your means of
getting yourself heard. The success of our
magazine depends on the contributions of the
members. Each issue will carry a letters page
where you can have your say. Another feature
will be the Q & A page where we will endeavour
to answer your questions on anything
photographic. Should you have an article you feel
will be of benefit to our readers we would like to
hear from you. These include travel features, book
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Image Information

reviews, notices of events, tips
on technique, etcetera.

For your information :

Contributions to Image must
reach the editor on the 7th day
of the month preceding the
month of publication. In other
words the deadline for the
September issue is the 7th
August. Failing unforeseen
mishaps, the posting date is the
7th of each month. Contributions
posted, faxed or e-mailed to
anyone other than the editor
will only be considered for
publication once they have been
approved by the editor.

Please address your
contributions to:
Terry Carew FPSSA
PO Box 206
Germiston 1400
Fax: (011) 828 9908
e-mail: carew@global.co.za

If sending articles produced on
a word processor via e-mail,
please convert the file to Rich
Text Format (RTF) or use
conventional e-mail format.

Members may advertise
photographic or allied
equipment for sale in Image at
the cost of R20,00. This service
is not intended for commercial
use.

LETTERS
Dear Terry,

I am a Regional Publicist for
the Millenium Photo Project
here in south Africa. We were
wondering if you had heard
about Millenium Photo.
Basically a large group of
photographers are getting
together to document the New
Year's festivities around the
world. The result will be a
book which will see its profits
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among the participating
photographers.

If you'd like to know more,
don't hesitate to contact me
directly. There is of course
lots more information on the
Project's website which is
located at

http://milleniumphoto.com;

Kind regards,
Richard van der Spuy .
Regional Publicist - South
Africa
The Mil/enium Photo Project.
Editor's Note:
See the Press Release
elsewhere in this issue

Dear Terry,

I concluded my MPSSA
lecturewith "Points to Ponder"
which I would like to share
with Image readers:

1) Paul Kruger on his death
bed advised his followers to
"Take from the past that which
was good".

2)The painter Durer however
warned that "Only a dried up
mind has no confidence in
itself to find its way to
something further and so
drags on in the same path,
content to emulate others
without the gumption to think
ahead for itself."

3) The writer George Bernard
Shaw also encourages us to
stretch our imaginations.
Shaw wrote, "Some men see
things as they are and say
why? I dream things that never
were and say why not?"

4) The Painter Renoir
maintained that painting was
his way of expressing his
pleasure in life.

5) Herman Charles Bosman
in one of his poems pens the
line "There is no law but
beauty".

6) The sculptor Giovanni

Schoeman maintained ''The
greatest use of life is to spend
it on something that will outlast
it."

--oOo--

New rules for the Top 10

Only 3 acceptances per slide
or print should make salons
much more interesting and
judges tasks livelierwith fresh
work. Members are put on
their honour not to change
titles or to use extremely
similar slides. The writer
Nelson de Mille sums this up
beautifully "When you cheat
at poker, life or taxes, you've
taken the honour and fun out
of winning and ultimately
you've cheated yourself out
of the finest pleasure in life :
beating the other guy fair and
square."

Amy Ansell MPSSA EPSSA

Dear Editor,

It is probably true that entering
too many competitions can
stifle one's own individual
photographic style, especially
when one is still developing it.

But, at the same time any club
or association has a character,
culture and style of its own and
cannot be everything to each
one of its members. For the
photographers who feel their
style is not recognised, surely
there are many other avenues
for finding that sought-after
recognition besides the above.
And finding those new avenues
would need some creative
thought. It is pointless to
continue along a road leading
nowhere. It is important that
mentors understand and
appreciate a particular
photographer's creative style
so that they can actually help
develop and enhance it.
Regards,
Ute Alexander
Hermanus
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Letters
Dear Terry,
If possible, I would like to
comment on the letter from
Bruce Helps in the May/June
Image on the print seminar.

I fully agree with Bruce on
getting the opinion of those
members not on the Impala
Log. I feel their opinions are
more important that those of
the top print workers in the
country. Why ask people who
have already accomplished
their goal in photography what
must be done about the future
of prints? Why not get the
opinions of the photographers
at club level? A lot of the
beginners at clubs start with
commercial prints and some of
them only enter commercial
prints. Some members who
enter commercial prints leave
the club because there is no
way further to go. A lot of
commercial printworkers would
like to progress further than 3
star but cannot because there
are no salons for commercial
prints. Now they want to
disregard commercial prints,
but are prepared to accept
digital images on a salon and
are prepared to give honours
for digital work.

I feel that both commercial
prints and digital images must
be acceptable on salons. I
agree that when prints are
entered on a salon all sections
must be specified. If
commercial prints cannot be
entered because a commercial
lab developed them, then what
is the point in accepting slides.
I say this because a lab also
develops slides and if you think
about it, the only difference is
the format. There is focus,
lighting, composition and
impact.

I would like to end with what
Bruce wrote in his letter "if
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photography is an art, as so
many of our members are
Inclined to agree, then It Is
the final image that Is
Important to us. Let us not
argue how an Image was
produced, but admire the
final work on Its merits. An
Image ls, after all, an image."
I for one would also like to see
us embrace change and adapt
to the benefit of our art form.

Respectfully,

Jacobus Aucamp LPSSA

Q&A
Dear Terry,

When last did a judge remark:
"This photo was most likely
taken with a medium-priced
autofocus lens and
unfortunately there is a bad spot
in the bottom left hand corner
which means that the camera
will never take a salon-standard
photo." Or "The poor colour
balance of this slide is indicative
of the substandard processing
we get from most one hour labs
in this city."? I believe that
judges are talented enough to
know such things but they keep
them to themselves for fear of
hurting the feelings of club
members and industry players.

I have been a member of
National Photo Club for 18
months and PSSA for a few
months, having dabbled with
amateur photography off and
on since school days, 30 years
ago. I am enjoying the ongoing
debate about the value of photo
clubs and judging in yourjournal
and wish to contribute as
follows, even though I am not
qualified to have an opinion. I
have learnt a lot of useful things
about composition (thirds,
centre of interest, etc),
distracting backgrounds,

lighting and the personal likes
and dislikes of judges from
critique of my work as well as
that of fellow club members.
This has made membership
worthwhile to me and my
photography has definitely
benefitted. All I would like would
be the opportunity to debate
constructively with the judge,
explaining why the photo angle
is as it is or the depth of focus
deliberately small, for example.
I would also like judges to be
more brutally honest like the
imaginary ones at the beginning
of my letter.
Jeff W Morris
Reg Ansell HonFPSSA EPSSA
replies:
Most judges including myself
do comment on apparent poor
workmanship of commercial
printing houses if and when it is
seen.
You will also hear Judges
comment on servicing
equipment if there appears to
be a need. However, I do not
think a judge should comment
on the quality of a worker's
equipment. There is a trueism
in all of life's activities: Buy the
best equipment you can afford
when weighed against the
anticipated returns and your
budget.
The price paid for your
equipment is no guarantee of
success. The qualification is
how well you use the equipment
you have.
The training one receives at a
Camera Clubwill teach you how
to use your equipment to the
best advantage, the price alone
does not.
You and your club invite the
Judge to comment on the
presentation in front of them,
and ways of improving it,
because in your opinion their
advice is of value to you.
The study of psychology
observes that if a picture, as
with a joke, requires an
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explanation, nomatter howavant
garde the subject, it has missed
the point.

Honours&
Awards

Congratulationsto the following
successful members who
applied for honours in the June
1999 judging session :

LICENCIATESHIPS
Monochrome Prints
Kobus Aucap
Colour Slides
Fransie Kleinhans
Morne Retief
Jan Strydom

ASSOCIATESHIPS
Monochrome Prints
Hymie Luntz
Martin Maine
Mixed Panel of Prints
Eddie Reinecke
Colour Slides
Jeanette du Toit
John Hoeben
Sybil Morris
Stephen Pryke
Nick van Rensburg
Ken van Wyk

FELLOWSHIPS
Colour Prints
Lou Coetzer
Colour Slides
Graham Coley

CONGRESS
1999

Velddrif:11-17
October

Marike Bruwer, Congress
Chairperson, wishes to advise
mat the congress Programme
has been updated as follows:
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Monday 11 October

09h00-10h30
A-V Evaluation

10h30-11h00- Tea
11h00-13h00
A-V Evaluation

13h00-14h00- Lunch
14h00-15h30
Licentiateship & Visual Arts
evaluation

16h00-17h30
Hein Waschefort FPSSA -
Digital Workshop (practical
workstation for delegates)
Gert Lamprecht FPSSA A-V
Workshop lecture/
demonstration

20h00-22h00
Congress opening, A-V
entertainment - Barrie
Wilkins Hon FPSSA
FPSSA(DUX) Hon MPSSA
Hon FRPS FPSA & Jill
Sneesby Hon FPSSA
MPSSA

Tuesday 12OctoberTheRed
day sponsored by AGFA

05h00-08h00
Early morning outing -
selfdrive - (optional)

09h00-1 0h30
Visual Arts Evaluation

10h30-11h00- Tea
11h00-12h30
\lisual Arts. Evaluation

12h30-13h00
Product promotion AGFA

13h00-14h00 - Lunch
14h00-15h30
Hein Waschefort FPSSA -
Digital for dummies

15h30-16h00 - Tea
16h00-16h30 - Congress
photo
16h30-18h30
Digital workshop (practical
workstation for delegates)
Hein Waschefort
GertLamprechtAPSSA-AV
Workshop/Demonstration

19h00-20h00
AGFA Awards and cocktail
party

20h00-21 h30
International Photographic
Challenge

Wednesday 13 October The
Yellow Day sponsored by
KODAK

05h00-08h00
Early morning outing -
selfdrive - (optional)

09h00-09h30
Tony Makin & Geoff Spiby 
Beneath the Ocean's waves

09h30-1 0h30
Let's look at insects - Maria
Zorn APSA ANEC (Canada)

10h30-11h00- Tea
11h00-12h00
Ecowatch group presentation

12h00-12h45
Gerhard Beukes FPSSA and
Isolde Beukes APSSA - The
Richtersveld - A harsh
wildernessofnatural wonders

12h45-14h00 - Lunch
14h00-14h30
The Cape to the Kunene -
Fish HoekPhoto Presentation
presented by Fanie & Johan
Kloppers FPSSA

14h30-15h00
KODAK product promotion

15h30-16h00 - Tea
16h00-17h00
Alain Proust - Natural Light

17h00-18h00
Thomas Niemeyer APSSA
AV-AFIAP -AboutAV making

20h00-22h00
The delicate side of life as
interpreted by
Nicole Palmer APSSA
Wicus Leeuwner
Michael Flemming
Paddy Howes

Thursday 14 October The.Blue
Day sponsored by KONICA

05h00-08h00
Early morning outing -
selfdrive - (optional)

09h00-1 0h00
Nicole Palmer APSSA and
Guy Palmer - the Spergebiet

10h00-10h30
Cape Photographers AV

10h30-11h00- Tea
11h00-12h30
Martin Bruce Hon PSSA
FPSSA FPSA EPSA EFIAP -
You be the Judge
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Congress Program

12h30-13h00
Helderberg Photographic
Society presentation
Harbours of the Cape

13h00-14h00 - Lunch
14h00-16h00
PSSA AGM & Forum

16h00-16h15 - Tea
16h15-17h45
Westcoast Photographic
Competition - Judging and
Product promotion KONICA

17h45-19h00 - Phototime
20h00-21h00

Johan Botha FPSSA ARPS
AAPS AFIAP - Action
Photography of Wildlife

Friday 15 October The Green
Day sponsored by FUJI

05h00-08h00
Early morning outing- self
drive - optional

08h00-09h00
The way forward with FUJI

09h00-1 0h30
Maria Zorn APSA ANEC 
Composition in nature close
up photography

10h30-11h00- Tea
11n00-12h00
JJ van Heerden APSSA 
Creative perspective on
photography

12h00-13h00 - Directors
meeting
14h00-15h30
Maria Zorn APSA ANEC - An
expressive approach to close
ups in Nature

15h30-16h00 - tea
16h00-17h00
Martin Bruce - Portraiture

17h30-19h00
Phototime selfdrive - optional

20h00-21h30
Honours &
presentation

Saturday 16 October

05h00-08h00
Early morning outing- optional
selfdrive

09h00-10h00
Lanz van Horsten - Beautiful
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South Africa
10h00-11h00
Howard Wolf FPSSA - The
power of photography

11h00-11h30 - tea
11 h30-12h30
Huck Orban- Private pictures

12h30-13h00
John Hoeben - Congress
2000-CCJ

14h00-14h30
Helderberg Photographic
Society presentation

14h30-15h30
Jill Sneesby FPSSA (Dux)
MPSSA - Endangered

Freetime
18h00-19h00 - Honours and
Awards Get-Together
1900 - Honours and Awards
Banquet (Formal Dress)

NEW
MEMBERS
We extend a warmwelcome to
the following newmembers who
have recently joined the Society,
and wish them a great
photographic future:

Mev C Lubbe, Bandelierskop :
Pietersburg C.C

Mrs L Ellis, Somerset-West, :
Helderberg P.C.

Mnr PN Sparks (Jnr,
Krugersdorp: Krugersdorp K.K.

Mr CWatcham, Halfway House

Mr & Mrs B Farrell, Fourways:
Sandton P.C.

Mr P Steyn & Ms L Roberts,
Halfway House : JPS

Mr H Stein, Johannesburg
Jabula C.C.

Mrs S Baker, Florida North

Mr SM Marr, Gallo Manor

Miss L Tetley, Sandton

Mr John Brett Cohen,
Johannesburg

Mr AL Bates, Gallo Manor

Mr A Uys, Vanderbijlpark
Vanderbijlpark F.V.

Mr R Pyke, Johannesburg

Mr C Willis, Johannesburg

Miss TL Wolff, Randburg
Sandton P.S.

Mrs H Leibel, Vanderbijlpark

Mr & Mrs MJN van der
Merwe,Richards Bay: AFO

MARKETPLACE
Pajero LWB 3.5L manual 1996,
for sale - immaculate condition
- please phone 082 414 3813 or
0118845794

Camera Cafe
Share ourpassion for

photography
There's a fantastic

venue for people like
you. People who are
passionate about

making photographs,
talking photography
and meeting other
people who share
their interest.

Once every month - on the first
Wednesday at 19.30 - you are
invited to join a clique of
passionate photographers at
the CAMERACAFE, located on
the lower level of The Grand
Cafe (opposite Stuttafords) in
the Rosebank Mall.

There's no membership fee, no
charge for taking part. All you'll
pay for are parking (in the Mall's
secure under-covergarage) and
any refreshments you might
order. Relax in a safe, informal
environment with comfortable
seating, small tables and lots of
small talk. Look atotherpeople's
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Millenium Photo
will cotnribute to, and as a
nicebonus, benefit from. This
can only be a win-win
situation", explains Klive.

The site is presently available
in English and Russian with
other languages coming on
line once every week.

PROJECT HQ CONTACT:

Michele Arthur or Alex Klive

(416)203-1505 (phone)/

(416)203-1827 (fax)

The Millenium Photo Project

14 Sumach Street, Toronto,
Ontario, M5A 3J4

press@milleniumphoto.com

http://
www.milleniumphoto.com

Newcastle
Photographic

Club
A NEW CLUB IN KWA-ZULU

NATAL

The name was specifically
chosen so as to be neutral in
order that both amateurs and
professionals would feel at
home.

The club started out in
January 1999meeting on the
3rd Monday each month, so
that members can attend
Volksrust club on the 1st
Monday and Northern Natal
on the 2nd Tuesday each
month. The venue is Ferrum
High School and in return for
the use of the venue the club
is in the process of setting up
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a photographic club at the
school.

At present there are five
members and they will start
recruiting other members
actively once they are more
established, have a
constitution in placeandhave
elected office bearers for the
first term.

If there are any members of
our Society who have
experience in running a club,
or anyone with ideas to
stimulate interest and
promote growth, we would
love to hear from them. We
want to improve the quality of
ourwork bothfrom atechnical
aspect and alsowith a view to
developingtheability to"see"
pictures and develop an
artistic appreciation of what
makes great photographs. If
any PSSA folks are in the
Newcastle area, please call
us in advance and we can
possibly arrange for you to
share the benefit of your
experience and judging. Our
club presently has members
from 1 to 3 star, so we need
exposure to those with
experience in order to grow.
We are active in slides,
machine colour prints and
own black & white prints and
are experimenting with some
elementary digital.

Any contact with sponsors
who could give us some
prizes/samples, etc. to
encourage active
participation would be
welcome.

We have found the following
quote most appropriate:

"If the original viewpoint
concept is not right, all

technical procedures have
small meaning." - Ansel
Adams.

Contact persons :
Russell Dixon-Paver
(034)318 5909
russeldp@yebo.co.za
Gerrit Vorster
(034)312 4537

Editor's comment:
Welcome to the Society,
Newcastle. I suggest you
contact Lindsay Duly
APSSAat(011)6094212and
Cor Rademeyer APSSA
(012)567 4820 for help in
getting your slides and
prints judged.
Forhelp in theAudio-Visual
Department call Gert
Lamprechtat(051)4362814
and for the Visual Arts
Division, Antenie Carstens
at (021)886 5330 is your
man.

Photo
Manipulation
ANOTHER VIEW

"When OJ Simpson was
arrested on suspicion of
murder, two principal news
magazines ranpictures of him
on their covers. Newsweek
ran the mug shot unmodified,
as taken by the Los Angeles
Police Department. Time,
however, had theshot redone
with special effects as a
"photo-illustration"byanartist
working with a computer.
Simpson's image was
darkened so that it still looked
like thephotobut, somecritics
said, with a more sinister cast
to it.
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News from the Internet

http://www. wildl ifeafrica. co. za/
africanwildlifeqallery.html (AfricanWildlife Pictures
by Ernest Lopes

http://www_alphapharm_co_za/african_htm (An
interesting wildlife links page)

http_//wyy_tourism_co_za/wildlife/welcome_html
(The Big Five)

That's all for this month. If you have any favourite
Internet sites you'd like to share, please send
them to me at:

tomlally@saol_com
Till next month - Tom

PSSA TRAVEL CLUB
WLLEM PRETORIUS GAME

RESERVE

REPORT ON WVKEND OF 25-27 JUNE 1999
On a chilly Free State evening, 30 plus intrepid
PSSA travellers gathered at Willem Pretorius
Game Reserve in the Central Free State for the
third get-together in the PSSA Travel Club series.

Most were fortunate enough to have booked
chalets, but the hardiest of them all, pitched tents
and caravans in the rather exposed camp site.
Robert and Jennifer Dempers and DrJan Strydom
and his good lady, at least had the comfort of a
caravan and motorhome, respectively, but hats
off to Danie Minnaar who slept in his bakkie, and
to Don Brothers ton and Nelson Lopes who camped
in hiking tents!! After all her boastful challenges
about showing others how to keep warm in a tent
on a cold winters' night, Pam Smith had to take a
chalet! Not her own fault, mind you - it was just
that the PSSA Directors are obviously more adept
at directing Society matters than they are at
directing Pam's trailer! In attempting to move it off
the road outside the chalets, they managed to
shear the jockey wheel off at the A-frame, and
there it remained for the rest of the weekend!

However, all's well that ends well and a great
weekend was had by all under the careful eye of
Willem Pretorius expert, Koos. Delport FPSSA.
The gamewas neither profuse norclose to camera,
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but some shots were grabbed and Koos' expertise
was enthusiastically sought around the braai
fires in the dining area.

Willem Pretorius did us proud - and special
thanks go to Sue Jewell who arranged for us to
use the venue and its wonderful facilities. Gas
burners and braais under cover with chairs and
tables close at hand, meant everyone could get
together and socialise and eat in comfort.

The chefs for the weekend were a friend of
Pam's, Shaleen and her two daughters.
Everyone agreed that they be made the
permanent cooks for Travel Club weekends.
They excelled themselves in all departments 
quantity, quality, service and presentation. The
presentation was akin to any 5-star hotel. We
certainly hope Shaleen, Leann and Candice will
join us again because they have set a standard
in catering which will be difficult to equal.

As this was a Wildlife Weekend, it was difficult
for Koos to be with everyone all the timewhile out
in the Reserve shooting, so on Saturday night,
after the braai, Koos presented a slide show of
his collection of shots taken in Willem Pretorius
and otherareas. He included slides from Francois
Mare, who would have joined us if ill-health had
not set in. Hope you are well on the road to
recovery, Francois, and that you will join us on a
future weekend. We learnt a lot from Koos' show
and all went to bed anticipating the Sunday
morning shoot.

Saturday was "Work Day" for the PSSA Directors
whilewe all did our thing with cameras. We hope
sometime, to hear what was decided at the
meeting tor the benefit of us, the members. It
was great to have 8 PSSA Directors with us and
to meet those we did not yet know and to get
the chance to chat to them. They are an
enthusiastic group and our Society is
obviously in good hands.

---000--

So far we have had three PSSA Travel Club
Weekends, andwe hope to arrange more in
the future.

If there are any venues that members know
of which they consider suitable for such an
event, please let Pam Smith knowso that she
can investigate and make the necessary
arrangements. As Nelspruit, Clarens and
Willem Pretorius have all been successful,
they will all be repeatedin thenext yearorso.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
REGALIA DIVISION
Tel: (011)421-0992

ORDER FORM

PO BOX 17073
BENONIWEST
1503

UNIT QUANTITY TOTAL

PRICE REQUIRED PRICE

PSSABADGE R17.00

PSSA BLAZER POCKET BADGE R28.00

PSSAAPSSAFPSSA BLAZER BADGE R30.00

INFINITY BADGE R16.50

• BLUE INFINITY TIE R33.50

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 4) R11.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 6) R12.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 12) R13.00

ERIE SLIDE MASK SELECTOR R25.00

ERIE SLIDE MASKS (20 HALVES PER PACKET) R13.00

CHARFIN SLIDE MASKS (20 HALVES P/PACKET) R8.0O

GEPE ANTINEWTON SLIDE MOUNTS (20) R47.00

HOW TO TAKE EXCELLENT PHOTOS" (Text book) R100.00

"HOE OM PUIK FOTOS TE NEEM" (Handboek) R100.00

BOOKLET - 'PHOTO-JOURNALISM' R4.00

BOOKLET - 'FOKUS OP TROUFOTO'S' R4.00

BOOKLET - 'PORTRAITURE FOR BEGINNERS' R4.00

BOOKLET - 'BUILD A FLASHMETER' R4.00

FOCUS ON WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY R4.00

ALUMINIUM SLIDE MOUNTING TAPE 1/2"

PRICE ON APPLICATION

- TOTAL VALUE OF CHEQUE

·= CLUB ORDERS ONLY

FULL NAME:

ADDRESS:
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
PO BOX 370 EDENVALE 1610

MEMBERSHIP
Membership of The Photographic Society of Southern Africa is open to anyone interested in the art
and science of photography.
Thereare fourclasses of membership : Ordinary (Individual). Joint (Family, Husband&Wife, Father
& Scholar child), Student (Fulltime students 18-25 years) and Life.

A membership Application Form and Subscriptions information for the year ending 30 June 2000
will be found earlier in this issue.
Board of Directors
President: MBWikNs Hok MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) HON FRPS FPSA, PO Box 5060, Walmer 6065

Phone H(041)581-1738, W(041)581-1214, Fax (041)581-1217
Vice-President: MRRGANsELL HoNFPSSAEPSSA, PO Box 17073, BenoniWest 1503- Phone/Fax (011)421-0992
Vice-President: MR DTPEARMAN HoN FPSSA FPSSA, PO Box 12418, Aston Manor 1630 -Phone/Fax H(011)391
5191 W(011)444-4415

Directors
MR DG BASEL APSSA, PO Box 73056, Lynnwood Ridge 0040- Phone H(012)804-8404
MR D BEzu10ENHOUT APSSA, PO Box 13774, Leraatsfontein 1038 - Phone H(0135)7-0925, B 083 702 4113
DR J BoTHA FPSSA ARPS AAPS AFIAP, PO Box 6331, Weltevre.den Park 1715 - Phone H(011)475-3138,
W(011)889-7611
MTG CAREW FPSSA, PO Box 206, Germiston 1400 - PhoneW(011)828-9907, Cell 082 452 9129
Ms L DuLv APSSA, 3 Kirstein Ave, Highway Gardens 1609 - Phone H(011)609-4214, W(011)329-4800
Ms S JEWELL FPSSA, PO Box 14, Welkom 9460 -Phone H(057)353-4574
Pror GJ LANPRec+APSSA, PO Box 28069, Danhof 9310 - Phone H(051)436-2814
MR M LEEMAN, PO Box 37258, Overport 4067 - Phone H(031)23-5575, Cell 083 448 2820
MR PBW MARAIs APSSA, PO Box 1414, Hermanus 7200 - Phone H(0283)2-3357
ProC RADEMEYER APSSA, Marijastraat 141, Wonderboom, Pretoria 0182 - Phone H(012)567-4820
M FJ Reuvers FPSSA(Dux) EPSSA, PO Box 56, Witkoppen 2068 - Phone H(011)465-7661
Miss J SNess Hok FPSSA MPSSA FPSSA(Dux), PO Box 5060, Walmer 6065 - Phone W()41)581-1214
H(041)581-1853
MR E WESSELS APSSA, 36 Stafford Street, Westdene, Johannesburg 2092 - Cell 082 882 4953

Chairmen of Divisions/Voorsitters van Afdelings:
Archives: MR L LucKHOFF HON PSSA APSSA, 135 Howard Avenue, Benoni 1500 - Phone H(011)421-2788
Audio-Visual: PRor GJ LAMPREcrAPSSA (See Directors above)
A-V Library/O-V Biblioteek: Ms L Duy APSSA (See Directors above)
Congress/Convention Co-ordinators: MBWkNs HONMPSSA FPSSA(Dux) HON FRPS FPSA&Miss J SEEssY
HON FPSSA MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) (See President & Directors above)
Executive Committee/Uitvoerendekomitee: MR R ANsELL HoN FPSSA EPSSA (See Vice-President above)
FIAP Representative: Miss J SeessY Hok FPSSA MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) (See Directors above)
Handbook Co-ordinator:MR D BEzu1DENHOUT APSSA AFIAP (See Directors above)
Honours & Awards/Ere Toekennings: MBWkNs HoN MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) HoN FRPS FPSA (See President
above)
International Competitions: MR D BEZu10ENHOUT APSSA AFIAP (See Directors above)
Visual Arts Division: MR A CARSTENS APSSAARPS, PO Box 1262, Stellenbosch 7599 - Phone H(021)886-5330
Pring Division: PROF C RAoEMEYER APSSA (See Directors above)
Public Relations Officer/Skakelkomitee: MR D PEARMAN HON FPSSA FPSSA (See Vice-President above)
Regalia Division: MR RAsEu. HoN FPSSA EPSSA (See Vice-President above)
SalonCo-ordinator/Salon Koordinaat: DR JJ BoTHA FPSSA ARPS AAPS AFIAP (See Directors above)
Transparency Division: Ms L DuAPSSA (See Directors above)
Treasurer/Tesorier: MR E MARAIs APSSA, PO Box 3, Selebi-Phikwe, Botswana - Phone H(09267)810 575
Video Division: MR O RADFORD APSSA, 5Miller Street, Calitzdorp 6660 - Phone H(04437)3-3557
Website Master: MR B HELPS, 157 Pretoria Road, Rynfield, Benoni 1501 - Phone H(011)425-5137
Website Register Co-Ordinator: MR T LALLY APSSA, PO box 24113, Hillary 4024 - Phone H(031)4467-62
Youth Division: Ms S JEweu FPSSA (See Directors above)
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